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      Abstract 

Television shows and movies about time travel fascinate many people and often 

generate questions such as whether time travel is possible and, has it actually 

occurred. Here a search for ‘evidence of time travel back to the past’ in 

historical records in the era prior to the internet age was undertaken. The 

objectives were to construct a basis of analysis, locate ancient texts within the 

search criterion, then examine those selected ancient texts for the presence of 

time travellers and/or associated prescient content. The aim was to answer the 

question “do ancient texts document time travellers from the future?” For a 

result to be validated as positive, an ancient text had to relate that a person from 

the future was physically present and he described specific future events that can 

now be verified from contemporary history books. Several texts were found that 

do in fact document time travellers from the future and contain associated 

prescient content. A named human time traveller was also identified. These 

positive results reveal that time travel back to the past has taken place. This new 

knowledge will induce a whole new sphere of study and precipitate a change in 

thinking both in the scientific and religious worlds. 
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4. The Search Criterion 

 

 

The Historical Person 

 

1. from a known location, 

2. by a named person, 

3. whose date in history is known, 

4. who states his name in the text,  

5. and that it was his firsthand account. 

6. He states that he had a physical 

encounter with a visitor, 

7. who was described as human, 

8. the date of that encounter is given. 

 

 

 

The Text is  

 

 An original account 

 The date written known 

 Unchanged since first written 

 Translated into English correctly 

 

 

 

 

The Visitor 

 

 Human ? 

 Physically present ? 

 Said he was from the future ? 

 Name known ? 

 Carry anything ? 

 Give anything ? 

 Take anything ? 

 Give instructions ? 

 Purpose of visit stated ? 

 Spoke of future events ? 

 Showed future events ? 

 Apparatus present ? 

 

 

 

Prescient Content needs to include: 

 

9. A future event  

10. A datable reference 

11. Characteristics of that event 

12. If a series of events, each are 

individually described 

13. A time period between those events 

14. A name of a future person and/or place 

 

 

 


